FOR DELIVERIES 1st MARCH
THROUGH TO 31st MARCH

0844 557 3700

H-HANDY 700 PETS

H-FREE 300
CORDLESS STICK

Equipped with the Direct Impulse Motor, H-FREE 300
delivers effective performance, picking up fine dust
and larger debris particles. The Dual LED DustLocator
detects hidden dust and dirt on all floors and surfaces
for complete and deep home cleaning.

H-HANDY 700 is the ultra versatile, powerful
partner for your daily home cleaning tasks.
Elegant and lightweight, it comes with a 3in1
accessory to tackle different surfaces in your
kitchen, car and beyond.
Dry function

Direct Impulse Motor

0.7L bin capacity

Ultra-lightweight 2.5kg

3-in-1 tool

Direct Impulse Motor
0.15L capacity. Direct Impulse Motor. Washable EPA
with protective mesh filtration system. Dry function.
12min run time. 3hr charge time. Compact charging
dock. Includes 3-in-1 tool and charger base.

0.7L capacity. Direct Impulse Motor. Effective dust and
debris pick up on all kinds of floors. H-Lab Flat&Drive
nozzle steers smoothly around and under furniture.
2-in-1 dusting/crevice tool. 2-in-1 large dusting brush/
upholstery tool.

PETS

includes an innovative accessory
with a motorised nozzle that
will make removing pet hair and
allergens quick and easy.

HIGHLY AGILE AND MANOEUVRABLE
Highly agile and manoeuvrable thanks to the H-Lab
Flat&Drive nozzle, H-FREE 300 steers smoothly even around
and under furniture. Switch between 90º and 180º cleaning
angles with a flick of the wrist to clean around objects and
into corners, easily reaching narrow spaces.

HVRHF322HM

£99.99

HVRHH710TPT

£79.99

Please order through call centre, account manager or directly on to Connections

0844 557 3700

connect-distribution.co.uk

Connect Distribution Services Ltd, Connect House, Talbot Way, Birmingham, B10 0HJ
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BREEZE

STEAM CAPSULE

Breeze bagless vacuum cleaner won’t let you down,
thanks to their high cleaning performances and
large bin capacity. Breeze canisters are lightweight
and compact and equipped with cyclonic
technology ensuring long lasting performances with
low filter maintenance.

The ideal solution for cleaning your house in a
natural and simple way. There is no need for
chemicals or detergents, only water. Thanks to
the high steam intensity and temperature of the
steam, any type of dirt can be loosened, easily.

BAGLESS CYLINDER

Lightweight & compact

STEAM CLEANER

Cyclonic cleaning technology

Compact storage

Lightweight

Fast heat up time

2L bin capacity

0.7L capacity. 50min steam time. 30sec heat up
time. Low profile nozzle. Duo nozzle - triangular
scrubbing head. Electronic controls. Includes carpet
glider and 3 mop pads. 7m cable length.

Washable EPA filter. Triple ‘A’ rating on energy, hard floors and emissions.
Metal telescopic tube - perfect for above floor cleaning. Suction regulator allows reduction in suction as required. Includes 2-in-1 crevice/dusting brush.

ABOVE FLOOR
CLEANING
The metal telescopic extension
tubes allow you to clean hard to
reach areas such as stairs and
ceilings. Simply adjust the handle
to the length you require and
attach one of the handy tools to
get the job done.

HVRBR71BR01

£50.66

100% CHEMICAL FREE
Steam Capsule is ideal for homes with children or
pets, as you can clean deeply and safely without
chemicals. Using only clean water to create a
powerful cleaning force, steam leaves no toxic
residues and effectively removes bacteria.

HVRCAD1700D

£58.66

Please order through call centre, account manager or directly on to Connections

0844 557 3700
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SOLO MICROWAVE
Solo microwave combines elegance, simple design,
advanced technology and energy efficiency.

6 power levels

Eco energy setting

25L capacity

AUTOMATIC DEFROST
PROGRAM
Just set the weight of the food to be
defrosted and the microwave will take
care of everything else. The result will be
“Simply” perfect!.

900 watts.

Jet & weight defrost.

25L capacity.

Eco energy setting

6 power levels.

Automatic defrost
program.

White LED digital display.

Child safety lock.

HVRHMW25STB

CHILD LOCK
This electronic key prevents the oven from
being used unintentionally, especially by
children. When switched on, it can only
be switched off by an adult, guaranteeing
absolute safety in the kitchen.

£73.33

Please order through call centre, account manager or directly on to Connections

0844 557 3700
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Connect Distribution Services Ltd, Connect House, Talbot Way, Birmingham, B10 0HJ

